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Curtain Club's Opus Grows in Rehearsal

Elaine Loughlin Will Star in Mystery Revival

When the curtain club presents John Willard's thrill-packed drama, "The Cat and the Canary," in the Thompson-Gay Auditorium next Sunday, March 7, it will be the third time the play has been given before an Ur- binian audience.

Despite the fact that "The Cat and the Canary" was copyrighted in 1907 and is considered one of the first of the suspense and drama in the interest of and Mrs. Norman E. McClure, Dr. Charles L. Hart encouraged the small band of students- and the Chinese have a fine inter- nal activities unit of the women's God. He is the one we turn to want."

In the period which precedes Easter, it is preferab e to have said, "God may be neglected, "he added, "but never after the Chinese l'icksha-men, in the interest of and Mrs. Norman E. McClure, Dr. Charles L. Hart encouraged the small band of students-

The human drama behind the purchase of War Bonds is the theme that will be stressed in a nation wide college playwriting contest inaugurated by the women's section of the United States Treasury.

The reasons for this contest are two. First, there is a widespread call for a 1944 theme. Second, the Army, Navy, and Air Forces all need additional men. The contest will be open to students in all colleges in the United States. It will be open to all college students, including freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors. The only requirement is that the student be enrolled in a college or university in the United States.
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Robert Young "44a, head of the Drama program "Men Against the Red Cross, will be the first group to lead the students in Camp on Campus

The Solar Red Cross will be the first group to lead the students in Camp on Campus.

Because the war has so vastly increased the need for aid from the students of the world, the Red Cross is asking this year to contribute money to the annual drive for the Red Cross.

It's a Red Cross, but the students of this year have been asked to contribute money to the annual drive for the Red Cross.
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Wanted, a Ductator

Democracy is always weakened from within. Only its enemies or complacency can take advantage. It is the way it works. This is why it lives. Every citizen. Democracy is the job of those who believe in democratic processes is to be positive, not negative, to build up and to pull together—mistakes—keep it all alive.

The New York Times
September 25, 1937

Last week, the men of Ursinus were given the chance to show if they were the kind of people who would demonstrate how vitally they were concerned with the fundamental law by which the country was governed. Several proposals have been received for the full mobilization of all forces is necessary; the consensus of opinion is that an all-out effort on the production front...

The third report of the Taliban committee of the Representative Body, which is now under consideration, is the most important step in the direction of a centralized war economy. The bill would create the Office of War Mobilization for the execution of all policies necessary to achieve most effective war production. This office would be the nucleus of a single administrative plan. In the past, there has been much criticism of the..."professio nal bureaucracy,"..."just another bureaucratic agency,"..."a very...
Girls Lose Lead And Bow 35-25 To Unbeaten Temple

Temple Rallies In Last Period To Hand Girls First Loss

t by Toddy Knopf ‘44

In one of the most heart-break- ing games, all Unisec fans who had ever played, the basketball coeds of Temple could do nothing to prevent the fourth period lead and bowed to an ever-increasing margin that was set at the Temple court last Friday afternoon for the first time in the history of any girls’ varsity team during the history of the university.

The Unisec guards formed a man for man defense strong enough to hold the forwards to their lowest score of the entire season, thus forcing the visitors to cash in on its scoring chances in the final period. The only chance Temple was able to out from in the first half of the game.

After the Unisec girls were held to three fouls for the first time in the history of the school, little Courtney Richardson, only freshman on the varsity squad, sub- sistuted for Betty Kirlin in the beginning of the second period. The tempo was set the pace for the forwards, moving the ball and setting up the plays that accounted for the nine points in the first half.

Nancy were intercepting Temple guards formed a Coach Brad’s zone defense that stumped the classy Philadelphia Coast Guards on Tuesday, to bring their seven-game intercollegiate season to a bang-up finish with two home games last week, trouncing the F. and M. Pre-Flight school 52-45.

George Moore, with six field goals and a foul for thirteen points, and Dave Ziegler, with seven field goals and three fouls for eleven points, led the Bears to their victory over the Pre-Flight air cadets in the second frame to help keep the Guards out of the contest. The Bears ahead 14-8 at the end of the first period and won the second 29-21 to make it 43-29.

George Moore and Dave Ziegler each added two points in the third quarter, and Dave Ziegler and Tom Walker each contributed four points to give the Bears a 63-39 victory over Ursinus.

All-Star Trounce Pre-Flight School After Losing To Coasts Guards 54-31
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Government Offers Technical Positions

In Research Work to Science Majors

Men and women are sought to fill positions as technical and scientific aids in the federal government. They are needed to do research and testing in the following fields: chemistry, geology, bio-physics, mathematics, metallurgy, meteorology, physics, and radio.

Applications will be accepted at the U.S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.C., until further notice, but qualified persons are asked to apply immediately. Applications and complete information may be obtained at first- and second-class post offices, from civil service regional offices, and from the Civil Service Commission at Washington, D.C.

Trainee positions in technical and scientific work will be filled in Washington, D.C., and vicinity.

The salary is $1,440 a year plus overtime, and the only educational requirement is that the applicant have completed one year of paid experience or one course in the option must have completed one high school credit of physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology, or general science. There are no options. Persons using their highest skills in war work are not encouraged to apply. War Manpower restrictions on Federal appointments are given in Form 3989, posted in first- and second-class post offices.

The Independent Print Shop

Prints The Weekly and is equipped to do all kinds of COLLEGE Printing attractively.

Collegville, Pa.

Sponsors:

**FOR ALL YOUR BARBERING NEEDS**

Barbering

For Rich Flavor

And Extra Mildness,

CAMELS ARE FOUR-O!

**THE CAT AND THE CANARY**

(Continued from page 1)

asylum combine with the strange actions of his woodcock servant, who has lived alone in his mansion since his death, to keep the play at a continued peak of suspense.

The Ursinus version stars Elaine Loughlin, Andrew Sourwine, Jr., Dean Evans, 46, and Frederick Carey 46, in its leading roles. Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Heffter are the play directors, while Marion Stocker '43 is the assistant director and stage manager.

**ORDERS YOUR UR SINUS BEAR RING NOW!**

Supplied by

LOREN MURCHISON & Co., Inc.
S. W. HAMPSON, Representative

For All Your Barbering Needs

For Rich Flavor

And Extra Mildness,

CAMELS ARE FOUR-O!

**FREE FRENCH TO SHOW MOVIES**

G. O. Seiver, professor of French at the University of Pennsylvania, has been invited by the Collegeville Committee of France For Ever to speak on "The Fight for France" on Wednesday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the Phalster hall auditorium.

Professor Seiver will also present three films, "Free French Navy," "Men of Fighting France," and "Fighting French Are Our Allies," which show how the de Gaulists are continuing the war against Hitler.
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